
IS INADEQUATE ACCESS CONTROL ON 
CIVIL AND INFRASTRUCTURE SITES 
WORTH THE RISK?

Managing Access Control on civil and infrastructure 
worksites

On large-scale civil and infrastructure sites, managing 
site access control is vital to ensure the site is secure, 
safe and operates efficiently. Unauthorised entry 
from both vehicles and visitors can cause a range of 
safety and security issues. Keeping the site access 
points secure whilst ensuring efficient entry and exit 
of vehicles is a fine balance, that needs to be 
professionally managed. 

The risks involved in not having a secure 
access control point are high:
• It’s vital to have a record of all 

personnel, contractors and visitors 
onsite so that they can be accounted 
for in an emergency evacuation

• Members of the public who lack 
awareness may wander or accidently 
drive on worksites causing serious 
safety risks for themselves and other 

• Ex-employees with questionable 
intentions may try and re-gain access 
to the site

• Unauthorised visitors may seek to 
access confidential and sensitive 
information 

Are outdated access control methods creating 
unnecessary risks?

Despite the importance of having a secure access 
control point, many civil and infrastructure worksites 
are still using antiquated methods of access control. 
The common methods include, manual barriers on 
the site access driveway, the use of tape to cordon of 
entry and in many cases, access points are left 
completely open. In some cases, gaining access to 
electricity at the site access point is unachievable, 
thereby limiting options. 



How does PORTABOOM® improve access control?

Since the introduction of PORTABOOM® in 2016, Civil 

and Infrastructure work sites around Australia have 

been adopting the PORTABOOM® system of work at 

access control points to improve safety and efficiency. 

PORTABOOM® units are positioned on the access point 

driveway and it’s boom arm secures the entry and exit 

point. The PORTABOOM® unit provides a physical 

barrier protecting the worksite from unauthorised 

access and preventing potential collision hazards.

In some circumstances, personnel are required at the 

access point to check the credentials of visitors and 

contract workers. Using PORTABOOM® allows the 

operator to actively conduct other tasks, meanwhile 

the boom arm provides a barrier to protect the 

worksite. When access to the site is required, the 

operator can efficiently grant access by using the 

remote control to raise the boom arm. The swift 

operation of PORTABOOM® is far superior to manual 

handling of barriers to grant access. It also allows for 

prompt re-securing of the access point. 

PORTABOOM® units are powered by a rechargeable 

battery, as the units are portable, they can be moved to 

a power outlet to be re-charged when required. 

Eliminating the need for power supply at the access 

control point. In addition, as an added accessory, solar 

power panels are also available making powering 

PORTABOOM® even more convenient.  



Want to trial PORTABOOM®? 
Hire it now from Coates Hire or Kennards Hire
Want to purchase PORTABOOM®?
• In NSW, VIC, ACT and NT contact Jaybro
• In QLD, WA, SA and TAS contact Artcraft

www.trafficaccess.com.au
Ph. 1300 329 738

PORTABOOM® and designs are registered trademarks of Traffic & Access Solutions Pty Ltd

PORTABOOM® - Enhancing access control for unmanned 
control points

PORTABOOM® offers various accessories to enhance 

unmanned access control points. These include:

Sensor activation
Sensors are applied to PORTABOOM® tower and when 

the sensor zone is triggered the PORTABOOM® arm is 

raised. When the vehicle moves past the sensor zone, the 

boom arm automatically lowers re-securing the access 

control point.

Why invest in PORTABOOM® for temporary access control?
In addition to the added safety and security benefits, PORTABOOM® is highly portable and can be swiftly packed up 

and re-deployed for utilisation at multiple locations making PORTABOOM® a wise investment in the longer term. 

Key Pad Entry
The PORTABOOM® key pad access controller is a 

solar powered key pad that requires a pin number 

to activate the PORTABOOM® unit. Vehicles who 

are authorised to access to the site are provided 

with a pin number. When the vehicle approaches 

the access control point they use the key pad to 

activate the PORTABOOM® gate opening. The solar 

powered key pad doesn’t require hard wiring and 

can be placed in a position suitable to the worksite. 

The key pad entry is the ideal enhancement for 

longer term access control points on worksites. 

GSM Mobile Phone Access Controller 
When an authorised vehicle approaches the access 

point, a simple phone call or SMS will activate the 

PORTABOOM® unit to open. It’s ideal for worksite 

requiring long term placements of unmanned access 

points. 


